
Attendance: Linh Nguyen, Kristi Schwiebert, Kristin Fery, Emily White, Stephen Corl, 
Jesse Saenz, Alan J, Andrea Pickering, Anna Basques,  Atsuko Watanabe, Carrie  Lyons 
Lao, Cindy Ponce, Joy Hart, Kathryn Denniston, Kate Moody, Katrina Cuadro, Kelly 
Matveief, Kim Mercer, Lisa MacFarland, Margaret Ma, Matt Hill, Maura Keenan, 
Michael Kretsch, Missy Smith, Natalie Gioco, Orly Aicler, Chris Perry,  Renata Feld, 
Sam Shiraishi, Samantha Haley, Debbie Stein, Lori Zendejas, Amy O’Hehir, Atsuko 
Watanabe
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Go to CDE website to learn more about the priorities.



The term stakeholders has been replaced with the more appropriate term 
community partners.



Funding impacted by student enrollment.
Kindergarten is not mandated, an option for parents to attend and districts must 
offer it.
We will be looking to expand transitional kindergarten to include more students.  
Working on a plan to share with a committee in the coming months. (Universal TK)



This graph does not include classroom teachers. In total there are 380 staff members 
working for Cambrian.





You can go back and look at past LCAPs.



MTSS- Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
Tier 1 (core instruction)  is the most important tier in the system.  Core instruction is 
where we spend most of our time providing support, training, and curriculum. 



Baseline: Where are our students starting? End of Year Goal: What we hope to 
achieve by the end of the year?
4 Goals in our LCAP  

1. (Smarter Balanced Assessment SBAC, state assessment)  No Baseline due to 
COVID.

2. Fastbridge is a local district assessment.  (Data is current year benchmark 
data)

-phonics, phonemic awareness, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension
-math

EL-English Learners
SWD- Students with Disabilities
SED-Socially Economically Disadvantaged



ELD progress means making at least one years growth  towards ELD and ELA 
standards.
There are 4 criteria in the reclassification process.
Designated and Integrated ELD happens during core instruction (in the classroom). 



Partially and Fully implemented terms will be expended by the end of the year.
We have money allocated to run summer programs again this next summer. 
One time funding ESSER







Typically we have a high attendance rate, but with the transition to Independent 
Study Virtual School (ISVSP) We are seeing a slight dip in attendance as we work out 
the kinks around that transition. 
76%  of students who “like school” we want to find out if it was because they were 
doing online school last year, or was it because of COVID, or something else.  











Last year’s lcap plan and board presentations to see where money went.
These are one time dollars.  
PPE, COVID safety pieces





In the survey summary, the 5 highlighter areas are the areas of greatest need.





Social-Emotional Support (SEL)- We are providing a lot of training, resources, and 
counseling.  We need more support during play times like recess and lunch that can 
lead structured SEL support during play times. 
Currently 53 students (down from 60) students are in the virtual school option.

TIMS Initiative - Technology Integration Mentors
Teacher leaders supporting teachers in ensuring  technology in place  

best support students in the classroom.
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Majority of Elementary school reported out that they are seeing a higher need in 
supports around SEL during recess and lunch.  
All sites reported that being able to have the intervention supports are starting and 
useful in helping students who need more academic support. 



LCAP meetings provide community partners updates and an opportunity to receive 
feedback.
Measure the impact on our goals.




